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TO: March Miller
FROM: Wallace B. Henley

The gentleman whose biographical sketch is attached comes highly recommended from Chuck Beetz, our Finance Chair-
man in New Jersey. If we can help Giannetti it would be more for the purpose of boosting Bentz, who plugs into some of the big boys for us -- like Elmer Bobst.
June 11, 1971

TO: Harry Dent

FROM: Wallace Henley

SUBJECT: New Jersey citizens.

Following is a list of prominent New Jersey citizens given me by Chuck Bentz, Executive Director of the New Jersey State Republican Finance Committee. Bentz feels that with a little courting most of these would come on strong for the President.

Ken Foster -- President of Prudential Life Insurance Company -- at present lukewarm on R.N. Bentz feels it's just because Foster "doesn't know what's going on." He suggests that Foster be involved in some type of meeting with Administration officials for an in-depth briefing.

Phil Hofman -- Board Chairman of Johnson & Johnson, the Band-Aid people. Powerful ego. Has never been to the White House. Has some powerful followers in New Jersey.

Richard Sellers -- President of Johnson & Johnson. While he has apparently been to the White House, he could use some more courting.

Ron McNaughton -- Also of Prudential, I believe. Same situation as Foster.

Joe McCrane -- New Jersey State Treasurer. West Pointer, wealthy, a tough conservative. He helped Bentz raise money for Cahill. Has much influence in the state, and has indicated he wants to be part of the team in 1972.
Harry Sears -- Harry will play a key role in New Jersey redistricting.

Milton Mermelstine -- Although a Democrat, he gave Bentz $10,000 last year, and indicates he wants to help the President. He has never been asked to the White House by any President.

Sidney Edelstein -- Like Mermelstine is Jewish. President of Dexter Chemical Company. Gave $150,000 to United Jewish Fund, knows Golda Meier, is a Republican.

Paul Sherwin -- Secretary of State, "a political genius."
June 11, 1971
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